ICT

Literacy
We will be reading George’s Marvellous
Medicine and writing instructions to create
our own vile recipes inspired by Roald
Dahl’s book, Revolting Recipes. We will be
getting creative with poetry, as well as
writing instructions and preparing leaflets
for our Art Exhibition!

Music

The children will be focusing on This term we will be listentheir keyboard skills this term and ing to a variety of songs
and building on our musical
learning to work with Word.
knowledge, performing and
They will also be using iPads with- playing instruments. We
in the classroom for research and will also be practising the
songs for our Christmas
taking pictures.
performance at the end of
term.

During the term we will be continuing to work on
basic maths skills using addition and subtraction.
We will also be exploring shape, identifying and
describing the properties of both 2D and 3D
shapes.
We will be practising the 2 and 10 times tables
and the inverse division facts as part of our Rockstars challenge.
PE

General
Homework is given out on Wednesdays and
must be returned on Mondays.

This term we will be practising our skipping skills
and improving our throwing and catching skills.

Spellings are given out and tested each
Friday.

Muck, Mess
& Mixtures

PE Days—Mrs Wheatley—Mondays and
Fridays. / Mrs Wickham—Tuesday and
Thursday.

SHE/SEAL
We will be finding out how to make a call in an
emergency and discussing our families and
how all of our families are different. We will
also be discussing how to be a good friend.
Science

Art and Design
Throughout this topic we will continue to
be creatively messy and you will find us experimenting with bubble paintings and marbling. We will re-create a food landscape
image in the style of Carl Warner, become
‘mini’ Jackson Pollacks and imitate the art
of Banksy.

Numeracy

RE

We will finding out about
how light is important to
Advent and how Christians prepare for Christmas. We will also be visWe are also hoping to put on a Year 2 Art iting a church to see the
Exhibition where every child’s artwork will preparations for their
Christmas celebrations.
be on show.

This promises to be a messy and fun-packed
term. The children will be making predictions
The focus this term will be looking about how materials change when added to water and will be investigating which material
at where our food comes from and
makes the best bubbles. We shall be observing
how our lives and diets have
foods that have been through the melting prochanged with the arrival of food
cess and make predictions about which would
and drink from around the world.
We will look at a healthy diet and melt first. We will also be attempting to make ice
-cream in a bag!
why we need to have a varied diet
to remain healthy.

